
 

HOW THE COURSE CHANGES AFFECT YOUR DISTANCE MEASURING DEVICE 

The Club has contacted the main suppliers of Distance Measuring devices and to date only Skycaddie 

have visited the course and have advised as follows 

 

The members need to connect , sync and download the updated detail , anyone with an SG, SGX, 

SGXw, Touch , upgraded Linx Watch or Aire2 device will be able to do this , members with Watch1 

Aire1 or non upgraded Linx and Aire 2 devices will have an update posted in about a Month’s time , 
they will need to connect, sync then download the latest of their quarterly “Map Packs” this will 
update all courses we have either revisited or recently added to their device .  

Anyone needing help or advice please just give them my contact details, if I can’t help I will know 

someone who can  

The guys name is Steve Winston and his E mail address is steve@skycaddiegps.co.uk  

 

Steve has also advised the Club as follows  

 

I'm afraid the members with Garmin , Golf Buddy and other devices will have to wait until these 

companies can locate an Internet image , and I have no idea when this might be , as most of the Ariel 

imagery is already some years out of date , it's what separates Skycaddie from the others , so these 

members will need to make contact with their respective companies to instruct them to update.  

 

With regard to Garmin devices I have tried to advise Garmin of our changes however their website 

asks for specific model details and I obviously do not have this information for all our members so as 

Steve explains above, members will need to contact Garmin themselves, Golf Buddy, I have also 

contacted and I am awaiting a reply however again I would advise any members with a Golf Buddy 

device to contact them direct 

 

Mike Robson 

Club Manager 
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